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Outline

nThe BESIII status

nCharmonimulike states

l The Y states (JPC=1--)
l The Zc states (I=1&decays into c ̅")
l The X(3872)&X(3915) (JPC=1++)

nSummary
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BESIII data Samples
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~ 130 points for R scan (~1.3 fb-1)

> 10 fb-1 above 4.0 GeV in total

10B !/#now

2020. More data taking between 4.6-4.7GeV
2018,2019: J/psi nearby.
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Y(4260)/Y(4360) is found in p+p-J/y /p+p-y(2S).

A peak around 4660 MeV is found both in p+ p- y(2S) and Lc pair. 
The mass and width are consistent with each other .



Y(4660)  
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Y(4660) baryonic coupling is 10 times 
larger than mesonic coupling.

A hidden charm Baryonium?

BESIII indicates different trend for energy 
dependence comparing with Belle.

More data from BESIII at threshold and 
above 4.6 GeV in the future.

[PRD91, 112007 (2014)] [PRL101, 172001 (2008)]

[PRL120, 132001 (2018)] [PRD96, 116001 (2017)]

[PRL104, 132005 (2010)]
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e+e−→π+π−!/# cross section
Phys. Rev. Lett 118, 092001 (2017) 

ØMost precise cross section measurement for center-of-mass energy from 3.77 to 4.60 GeV;
ØFit I = |BW1+BW2*eif2+BW3*eif3|2 or Fit II =|exp+BW2*eif2+BW3*eif3|2 (other fits ruled out);
ØCompare with one Breit-Wigner fit, the significance of the second Breit-Wigner is 7.6σ;

ØY(4260)+Y(4360)? The first observation of Y(4360)→π+π−!/#.

8.2 fb-1

19 points

0.8 fb-1

103 points

/0 /1 Y(4260) [PDG2016] Y(4360) [PDG2016]

M (MeV/c2) 4222.0±3.1±1.4 4320.0±10.4±7.0 4251±9 4346±6

Gtot (MeV) 44.1±4.3±2.0 101.4506.7819.: ± 10.2 120±12 102±10



ØFirst precise cross section measurement from threshold to 4.6 GeV;
ØFit with |BW1+BW2*eif|2, two resonant structures are evident;
ØCompare with one Breit-Wigner fit, the significance of the two Breit-Wigner fit is greater than 10σ;

ØThe parameters of Y(4220) are consistent with those observed in π+π−$/& around 4222 MeV.
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e+e−→π+π−hc cross section

M (MeV/c2) Gtot (MeV)

Y(4220) 4218.401.232.2 ± 0.9 66.008.93:;.9 ± 0.4
Y(4390) 4391.50>.83>.9 ± 1.0 139.50;?.>3:>.; ± 0.6

Phys. Rev. Lett 118, 092002 (2017) 
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Y(4360)?

Phys. Rev. D 96, 032004 
(2017)



!"!# → %&%&'(3686)
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Phys. Rev. D 97, 052001 (2018)

Ø Y(4360) was observed and subsequently confirmed in !"!# → (-./0)%"%#'(3686) by BABAR, Belle, and 

BESIII, it is interesting to study the Y(4360) in %&%& transition to '(3686) and to examine the isospin 
symmetry;

Ø Signal process: !"!# → %&%&'(3686), '(3686) → %"%#1/', 1/' → ℓ"ℓ# ℓ = ! 56 7 ;

Ø 16 energy points from 8 = 4.008 to 4.600 GeV, the total luminosity is about 5.2 fb-1;
Ø The result of cross section measurement is consistent with the charged mode from isospin symmetry.

Phys. Rev. D 96, 032004 (2017)



Ø Most precise cross section measurement for center-of-mass energy from 4.05 to 4.60 GeV;
Ø Fit with a coherent sum of three-body phase space term (pink dashed triple-dot line) and two Breit-

Wigner functions (green dashed double-dot line and aqua dashed line);
Ø The statistical significance of two resonant assumption over one resonant assumption is greater than 10s;

Ø ! " 4220 = (4228.6±4.1±6.3) MeV/c2, Γ("(4220)) = (77.0±6.8±6.3) MeV.
9

e+e, → π+D0D∗,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 102002 (2019)



Improve measurement -.-/ → 1234

M  = (4218.5 � 1.6 � 4.0) MeV/c2

G = (28.2.0 � 3.9 � 1.6) MeV
Ø This observation confirms and improves the previous result;

Ø Further experimental studies with higher statistics are needed to draw a more reliable
conclusion on the nature of this structure.

Accepted by Phys. Rev. D (RC); arXiv: 1903.02359v1 [hep-ex]
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Y(4260)→Y(4220)
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3.2s 3.3s
5.2s

4.26 GeV 4.36 GeV 4.42 GeV 

!"!# → %"%#&(3770)

Ø We observe ,",# → -"-#&(3770) for the first time at 4.42 GeV;

Ø There are hints for peaks at 4.04 and 4.13 GeV/c2 at 4.42 GeV, while the statistical significance is 
low.

Submit to Phys. Rev. D; arXiv: 1903.08126v1 [hep-ex]
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!"!# → %&(2420),%

Three different decay channels (-./"/#, -∗"/#, and -"/"/#) are used to search for -1 232. , the 

neutral mode with -1(232.). → -./"/# is reported with statistical significance of 7.44 at 4.42 GeV.

Submit to Phys. Rev. D; arXiv: 1903.08126v1 [hep-ex]
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!"!# → %&(2420),%

The Y(4390) or the -(4415) resonance or from any other resonance cannot be distinguished based 

on the current statistics.

Submit to Phys. Rev. D; arXiv: 1903.08126v1 [hep-ex]
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Ø We study the !"!# → %&'(,*,+ at , = 4.60 GeV (567 pb-1), where &'( → 2"2#, 3"3#, 3"3#2"2#, and 

2"2#2"2#, &'*,+ → 45/7, 5/7 → ℓ"ℓ#(ℓ = ! :; <), and % → 3"3#.

Ø No obvious !"!# → %&>( signals are observed, the production ? !"!# → %&>( < 5.4 pb @ 90% C.L.;
Ø The first observation of !"!# → %&>* and %&>+, ? !"!# → %&>* = 4.2#*.("*.C pb and ? !"!# → %&>+ =
6.7#*.C"E.F pb; 

Ø No obvious !"!# → 4G(4140) signals are observed, ? !"!# → 4G(4140))×ℬ(G(4140) → %5/7 <
1.2 pb @ 90% C.L..

12.0#+.K"F.K8.0#+.("F.( 11.6?
10.6?

!"!# → %&>M Phys. Rev. D 97, 032008 (2018)



!"!# → %&%'/)

Ø Measure the cross section of !"!# → %&%'/) at c.m. 
energies from 4.189 to 4.600 GeV. 

Ø The energy dependence of the cross section for !"!# →
%"%#'/) is shown to differ from that for *"*#'/) in the 
region around the Y(4260);

Ø The ratio of cross sections for !"!# → %"%#'/) and 

!"!# → %+,%+,'/) is consistent with expectations from 

isospin conservation.

Phys. Rev. D 97, 071101(R) (2018)

Belle

Phys. Rev. D 89, 072015 (2014)
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BESIII
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Observation of Zc(3900)
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Observation of Zc(3900)
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Observation of Zc(3900)
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Zc(3900) → rhc
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Decay mode BR

ηc→ p"p ~0.13%

ηc → 2(K+K−) ~0.15%

ηc → π+π−K+K− ~1.50%

ηc → K+K−π0 ~1.20%

ηc → p"pπ0 ~0.18%

ηc → KSKπ ~1.80%

ηc → π+π−η ~1.60%

ηc → K+K−η ~0.57%

ηc → π+π−π0π0 ~2.40% Strong evidence of e+e-→ #$% , $% → ()% is observed at * = 4.226, 
statistical significance is 4.3σ.	

arXiv: 1906.00831
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Observation of Zc(4020/4025)
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Zc(3900)/Zc(4020) production cross section
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Phys. Rev. D 99, 011101(R)

l PWA is performed.

l NO Zs signal observed and upper limit is given.
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What have we known about X(3872)?
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Clean background.
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X(3872) → "#$%&
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PRL 122,202001(2019)

l Observation of X(3872)-> "#$%'with 5.2σ no signal for $%(,*

5.2σ



!"!# → %&,& → (J/ψ
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!"!# → %& '()* , & '()* → ,J/ψ
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l Fitting cross section of !"!# → %& '()* , & '()* → ,J/ψ and !"!# →
%& '()* , & '()* → -"-# J/ψ to study Y(4220).

l R= ℬ(& '()* →,J/ψ)
ℬ(& '()* →-+-−J/ψ)=1.6#4.5

"4.6 ± 0.2, roughly agree with BaBar measurements.



Study of ! "#$% → 'J/ψ, 'ψ(3886)
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l R=ℬ(! "#$% →'ψ(3686)
ℬ(! "#$% →'J/ψ) <0.59 at 90% C.L. , agree with LHCb measurements.



Study of ! "#$% → D()*∗,and -D.D/
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Absolute branching fraction of X(3872)
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arXiv: 1907.09149

l Neglect systematic correlation.
l Open charm decay is dominate.
l Large room for searching new decay modes.



Summary
l Lots of progress in the study charmonium like states at
BESIII.

l Many cross section lineshapes are measured.

l Y(4260)->Y(4220), seen in many final states.

l BESIII provide essential test for the existing X
measurements.

l More analysis results on Zc states are in progress.
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Thanks
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